
Capital Letters and Full Stops
Luvakass the alien has been learning a lot about the world since his arrival 
on Earth from the planet Inko. However, one thing he has definitely not got 
the hang of is when to use capital letters and full stops.
Can you look at this letter he has written back to his family on Inko one 
sentence at a time and help him by correcting the mistakes he has made?

Luvakass has also written this postcard from Earth to his cousins - can you 
rewrite it and correct his capital letters and full stops for him? 

dear mum and dad

i have now been on earth for two weeks

it is very different to inko

people drive around in metal boxes

food is eaten by putting it in your face

water falls out of the sky a lot

i miss you all

love from luvakass

dear capri and mustic 
hi from earth i am having a lovely time 
I have been staying with two children 
called sara and david they have taught 
me a lot about the world here you use 
bits of metal to eat with and you sleep 
lying down
i hope you are well see you soon
luvakass
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Capital Letters and Full Stops Answers

Dear Capri and Mustic

Hi from Earth. I am having a lovely time. I have been staying with two 
children called Sara and David. They have taught me a lot about the world. 
Here you use bits of metal to eat with and you sleep lying down. 

I hope you are well. See you soon.

Luvakass

Dear Mum and Dad

I have now been on Earth for two weeks.

It is very different to Inko. 

People drive around in metal boxes.

Food is eaten by putting it in your face.

Water falls out of the sky a lot.

I miss you all.

Love from Luvakass.
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